Sierra Harvest Volunteer Opportunity 2019
Professional Quality Photographer – Farm Photos
Position Overview and Impact: Seeking someone to take professional quality photos of farm
landscapes, produce, farmers and Sierra Harvest Farm Institute students attending on-farm
classes. We’d like to capture the magic of training the next generation of local farmers.
Location/time/date: Looking to take photos at 1-2 of these dates
 July 16th, 4-6pm @ Stone’s Throw Farm in Colfax
 July 23rd, 4-6pm @ Chapman Family Farm in Nevada City
 July 30th, 4-6pm @ Starbright Acres Family Farm in Grass Valley
 Aug 27th, 4-6 pm @ First Rain Farm in Nevada City
We’re also looking for a more intimate photo shoot of our mentor farmers and their Farm
Crew members. Photoshoots will likely be on a weekday morning and dependent on the
farmer’s availability. The mentor farms we hope to photograph are: Stone’s Throw Farm
(Colfax), Starbright Acres Family Farm (Grass Valley), Dinner Bell Farm (Chicago Park.) This will
be more of a journalistic photo shoot, shadowing the farm workers as they go about their
farming tasks. Landscape and detail farm shots always welcome!
Qualifications and Skills Required: Being a professional photographer is not required.
However, excellent photo equipment will be necessary and an excellent and creative eye.
Benefits of Volunteering: Visit gorgeous farms around Nevada County, meet the hardworking
farmers bringing fresh food to our community and celebrate and honor the effort of the next
generation of farmers learning to be successful. And you’ll feel good knowing you are helping
with marketing for our next round of farmers!
Staff Contact: Kalita Todd at kalita@sierraharvest.org if you are interested in photographing
any of these important moments!
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